Simply fill in the form and select the appropriate Membership. Send your check or money order made payable to "NEDRA" to the following address or join from our website at www.nedra.com.

Clarice Matz
NEDRA Membership
PO Box 1774
Kingston, WA 98346

Name ______________________________________________
Address _______________________________ Apt ___________
City _____________________ State/Country_________________
Zip _______________ Phone ____________________________
Email ______________________________________________
Do you have a vehicle to race? _______________________________

Yearly Membership $35.00   The yearly membership provides you with the NEDRA newsletter, the NEDRA Rulebook and the opportunity to set NEDRA World Records. Both the owner and driver of the vehicle must be NEDRA members in order to set a new NEDRA record.

Lifetime Membership $200.00 The lifetime membership is a one time fee for as long as you live, or wish to be a member of NEDRA. Included in your lifetime membership is a NEDRA rulebook, the NEDRA newsletter and the opportunity to set NEDRA World Records.

Corporate Membership $500.00 Corporate membership is good for a period of two years. The membership fee may be paid in cash or in equipment valued at $500. Alternately, corporations may wish to sponsor a particular NEDRA sanctioned event instead of becoming a corporate member. Your corporate membership includes a NEDRA rulebook, the NEDRA newsletter, booth space at NEDRA sanctioned events, plus complimentary advertising in the NEDRA rulebook, NEDRA newsletter, links on website to your corporate site or e-mail, and NEDRA sanctioned events.

Students $5.00 Students working with an instructor (or part of the race team) are eligible for reduced educational membership fees.

Instructors $35.00 To qualify for this membership, the instructor must have a regular $35 annual (or $200 lifetime) membership and students will receive yearly memberships for $5 each as long as they are part of the race "team" (or taking a class from the instructor). For racing, the entrance fee is $10/car.

JOIN NEDRA TODAY!
Welcome to **WORLD CLASS** Electric Drag Racing

From its humble beginnings in 1997, the National Electric Drag Racing Association has grown to become a powerhouse in electric drag racing with over 100 world records in both the 1/8 and 1/4 mile. NEDRA holds events at National Hot Rod Association and International Hot Rod Association tracks around the world.

Whether it is four wheels or two, NEDRA is pushing the limits in electric drag racing. Electric drag bikes including Rocket, Predator, KillaCycle, Silver Giant II and Tron are making record runs down the drag strips all over the world.

El Chapagabra built by Delta Secondary School, British Columbia
14.672 @ 83.58 mph

White Zombie built by John Wayland and raced by Tim Brehm
10.258 @ 123.79 mph

Lawless Rocket bike raced by drag bike legend Larry “Spiderman” McBride
6.940 @ 201.37 mph

Predator built and raced by Jeff Disinger
7.843 @ 162.06 mph

KillaCycle built by Bill Dube and raced by Tracy Helmhold
8.462 @ 158.53 mph

Black Pearl built by Miramar High School Porsche 944
10.623 @ 122.56 mph

Siamese Warp Impulse 9-inch motors, a Zilla 2K amp controller fed by Dow Kokam Lithium battery pack

Black Current III at Santa Pod Raceway in the UK
Built by Olly Young and raced by Sam Young
9.64 @ 133.21 mph

NEGRA is actively involved in gearing up the next generation of electric drag racers by promoting high school and college EV racing projects and electric jr drag racing for kids 8 through 17.

Since electric vehicles are now recognized by the NHRA and IHRA, NEDRA members can race under their local track’s rules. NEDRA is an Alternative Sanctioning Organization of the NHRA. The F.I.A has adopted NEDRA’s safety rules in its drag racing rulebook and the Loring Timing Association has incorporated NEDRA’s Voltage Divisions.

Siamese Warp Impulse built by Delta Secondary School, British Columbia

White Zombie built by John Wayland and raced by Tim Brehm

Lawless Rocket bike raced by drag bike legend Larry “Spiderman” McBride

Predator built and raced by Jeff Disinger

KillaCycle built by Bill Dube and raced by Tracy Helmhold

Black Pearl built by Miramar High School Porsche 944

Siamese Warp Impulse 9-inch motors, a Zilla 2K amp controller fed by Dow Kokam Lithium battery pack

DC Plasma Fiero built and raced by John Metric

Crazy Horse Pinto built and raced by Mike Willmon
12.470 @ 104.80 mph

Crazy Horse Pinto built and raced by Mike Willmon
12.470 @ 104.80 mph

Silver Bullit built by Hans-Henrick Thomson and Glenn E. Nielsen
1/8 mile: 6.756 @ 96.47 mph

Silver Bullit built by Hans-Henrick Thomson and Glenn E. Nielsen
1/8 mile: 6.756 @ 96.47 mph

Electric Louie and Munkey’s Ride electric Jr. dragster